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Abstract

Confounding due to population substructure is always a concern in genetic associ-

ation studies. While methods have been proposed to adjust for population stratifi-

cation in the context of common variation, it is unclear how well these approaches

will work when interrogating rare variation. Family-based association tests can be

constructed that are robust to population stratification. For example, when consid-

ering a quantitative trait, a linear model can be used that decomposes genetic effects

into between and within-family components and a test of the within-family compo-

nent is robust to population stratification. However, this within-family test ignores

between-family information potentially leading to a loss of power. Here, we propose

a family-based two-stage rare-variant test for quantitative traits. We first construct

a weight for each variant within a gene, or other genetic unit, based on score tests of

between-family effect parameters. These weights are then used to combine variants

using score tests of within-family effect parameters. Since the between-family and

within-family tests are orthogonal under the null hypothesis, this two-stage approach

can increase power while still maintaining validity. Using simulation, we show that

this two-stage test can significantly improve power while correctly maintaining type I

error. We further show that the two-stage approach maintains the robustness to pop-

ulation stratification of the within-family test and we illustrate this using simulations

reflecting samples comprised of continental and closely related subpopulations.
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1

Introduction

In the past decades, Genome wide association studies (GWAS) have been success-

fully identify many phenotype associated genetic variants. These variants have often

informed on phenotype related biologic processes. However, this variants can only

explain a small proportion of genetic heritability. For example, twins studies es-

timates that the narrow sense heritability of human height is 0.7-0.9 (Macgregor

et al., 2006; Silventoinen et al., 2003; Visscher, 2008). However, height associated

variants identified from GWAS can only explain about 5% of the phenotypic vari-

ance (Visscher, 2008; Gudbjartsson et al., 2008; Weedon et al., 2008; Lettre et al.,

2008). Since only common tagSNPs (MAF ě 5%) are presented in GWAS analy-

sis, rare variants are proposed to account for this missing heritability (Cirulli and

Goldstein, 2010; Gibson, 2012). As next-generation sequencing technologies become

economical, many research groups are transitioning to whole genome or whole exome

sequencing as their primary approach to measuring genetic variation, which allows

the possibility to comprehensively detect rare variation.

One of the concerns of rare variants analysis is confounding due to population
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stratifications.Population stratification refers to the situation where the allele fre-

quencies vary across subpopulations. When the phenotype trait also varies by sub-

population, perhaps due to non-genetic factors such as environment, Association

studies can be confounded, resulting in increased type I error rate. Many methods,

such as genomic control (Reich and Goldstein, 2001; Zheng et al., 2006; Devlin and

Roeder, 1999), principle component analysis (Price et al., 2006), have been proposed

to correct population stratifications. These methods work well for common variants.

Compared to common variants, rare variants occur more recently so they are more

likely to be population specific and more likely to have local substructure, resulting in

a systematic different and stronger stratification impact than common variants. As

shown by Mathieson and McVean (Mathieson and McVean, 2012), these approaches

to correcting population stratification for common variants may fail in the context

of rare variation.

Transmission Disequilibrium Test (TDT) proposed by Spielman et al (Spielman

et al., 1993) based on case-parent trios are robust to population stratification,making

it a great choice for test of rare variation. However, TDT is designed for dichotomous

phenotype. To extend this robust test to the analysis of quantitative traits, several

different versions of quantitative TDT are proposed (Abecasis et al., 2000; Allison,

1997; Zhu and Elston, 2001; Sun et al., 2000). Among these methods, Abecasis et

al, constructed the test by decomposing the offspring’s genotype into two orthogo-

nal component: between-family and within-family component and they show that

the within-family component is free of confounding due to population stratification.

However, this method is a single locus test and as such it is only appropriate as a test

of common variants for two reasons. First, the asymptotic approximation will only be

valid when there are an appropriate number of heterozygous parents. Second, even

if one used an exact test to maintain the type I error rate, the test will still be under-
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powered. Therefore, this method cannot be directly applied to the analysis of rare

variants. In the analysis of rare variation in case-control studies, a common strategy

is to accumulate information across variants located in the same gene or pathway to

improve the test power, for example, the burden test proposed by Morris and Zeggini

(Morris and Zeggini, 2010) and the kernel test SKAT (Wu et al., 2011). Both De

et al. (De et al., 2013) and Ionita-Laza et al. (Ionita-Laza et al., 2013) utilized the

same concept in case-control studies to constructed the rare variants test based on

the within-family component. After computing the score statistics respecting to the

coeffienct of each variants, they accumulated this score statistics with different meth-

ods: De et al., combined the score statistics of different loci for each family first while

Ionita-Laza et al, combined the score statistics of different families at each locus first.

However, both methods discard the between family information, leading to the

loss of power. Jiang et al (Jiang et al., 2014a) proposed an method to screen the pos-

sible causal genes with the between family genotype before the test based on within-

family component. They show that this method can increase the statistical power

while maintain the validity of test comparing to methods using only within family

information. Besides screening at the gene level, the between family information can

also be used to screen at variants level. Jiang et al. (Jiang et al., 2014b) proposed a

weighting scheme in the TDT of case-parent analysis, by comparing the frequency of

each variants at population controls and parents. This weighting scheme upweighted

variants that have significant different frequencies in parents and offsprings, which

are more likely to disease associated variants.Since the weight scheme and the TDT

are orthogonal, this method can also improve the statistical power while maintaining

the test validity. Considering the orthogonality between the between-family com-

ponent and within-family component, we adopted a similar weighting scheme for

the quantitative trait test but using the between family genotype to construct the
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weights for each variant instead of information from external source of controls.

In this thesis, we presented a two-stage test for quantitative traits with the or-

thogonally decomposed genotype in offspring-parent trios. In chapter 2, we describe

our method in details. In the first stage, we constructed linear model for offspring’s

phenotype and the between-family component of their genotype. For each variant,

we computed a score statistics respected to their regression coefficients. In the second

stage we constructed the linear model based on the within-family components and

also computed the score statistics for each variant. Either De’s method or Ionita-

Laza’s method can be used to combine the score statistics for variants across a gene.

During the combining step, the scores computed in the first stage are used as the

weights for each variant.

As shown in chapter 3, this weighting scheme is orthogonal to the test constructed

by within-family component, thus the type I error rate will be correctly maintained.

The simulation results also show that this weighting scheme can significantly im-

prove the statistical power when the proportion of causal variants is small. When

confounding factors due to population stratification exist, the test constructed from

the within-family component can always maintain the correct type I error rate no

matter whether principal component analysis can correct the confounding or not.

Due to the orthogonality of the weights, our weighting scheme will not influence this

robustness. In chapter 4, we discuss the simulation results and also proposed several

future aspects to improve current method.
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2

Methods

2.1 General framework

2.1.1 Efficient score at single locus.

We used the method in Abecasis et al (2000) to decompose each variant for each

trio: offspring’s genotype are decamped to between family component (b) and with-in

family component (w). For i-th family at locus j, bij “
gijF`gijM

2
and wij “ gijO´bij,

where gijO,M,F represent the genotype of offspring, mother and father’s genotype of

i-th family at locus j respectively.

At the first stage, we constructed a linear regression model using offspring’s geno-

type and the between-family component.

yi “ α ` βbbij ` γ
TXi ` ε

where yi is the phenotype of offspring in i-th family, and Xi is a vector of covariates.

We assume each offspring are independent of each other and ε „ Np0, σ2q.

The the contribution of each trio to the efficient score statistics respect to βb,

Sb,ij “ S0
βb,i
´ I0βbηpI

0
ηηq

´1S0
η,i (2.1)
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where η “ rα, γT sT represent all covariants. Note, since σ2 is cancelled in the fol-

lowing test, we do not take σ2 as a nuisance parameter. S0
βb,i

and S0
η,i are the first

derivative of the logarithm of the likelihood function respect to βb and η under the

null hypothesis, and Iβbη and I0ηη are components of the information matrix under

null hypothesis. This information matrix are estimated empirically.

Plugging the estimated information matrix into equation 2.1,

Sb,ij “
bij
σ2
pyi ´ µiq ´ I

0
βbη
pI0ηηq

´1S0
η,i

where µi is the fitted phenotype value under the null hypothesis βb “ 0. The effi-

cient score for each locus can be computed by summing up each family’s contribution

Sbj “
řn
i“1 Sb,ij. This efficient score Sbj will be used as the weights of locus j when

combining all variants in a gene.

At the second stage, the test are constructed based on the within-family compo-

nent:

yi “ α ` βwwij ` γ
TXi ` ε

This model is the same as Ionita-laza and De et al. The null hypothesis is βw “ 0.

Simlar to the computation in the first step, we computed each family’s contribution

to the efficient score statistics respect to βw. Since the within-family component is

orthogonal to the between-family component and all other covariates, Sw,ij has a

simple form,

Sw,ij “
wij
σ2
pyi ´ µiq

This efficient score will be used to constructed the test for the association between

gene and phenotype.
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2.1.2 Combining variants in a gene.

Test for single locus are often underpowered when applying to rare variants. A

common strategy to improve the test power is to accumulate variants in a gene (or a

genomic region).Two accumulation techniques are possible under our test framework.

Assume there are total m variants in a gene, we first using the method adopted by

Ionita-laza et al., i.e.,

TSKAT “
m
ÿ

j“1

c2j

˜

n
ÿ

i“1

Sw,ij

¸2

where cj is the weight of locus j, in the test developed by Ionita-laza et al., cj “

Betapf̂j; 1, 25q with f̂j being the estimated MAF of variant j based on parental

genotypes, such that rare variants can be up-weighted.

In our test, we use the efficient score computed in the first step as the weights,

thus,

TSKAT “
m
ÿ

j“1

S2
b,.j

˜

n
ÿ

i“1

Sw,ij

¸2

This statistics can be represented by quadratic form,

TSKAT “ 1TnSwΛSTw1

where Sw is a n ˆm matrix with Swri, js “ Sw,ij and Λ is a diagonal matrix with

Λrj, js “ S2
b,.jthe efficient score based on within-family component is asymptotically

distributed as a normal distribution with mean 0 under the null hypothesis, so TSKAT

can be approximated to a mixture of χ2 distribution, i.e.TSKAT „
řm
k“1 λkχ

2p1q,

where λm is the eigenvalue of V “ covpSwqΛ,Davie’s method (Davies, 1980) are used

to approximate the p-value from this mixture of χ2 distribution.
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We can also construct the test with the method in De et al.,

Wburden “

n
ÿ

i“1

m
ÿ

j“1

cjSw,ij

It is reasonable to assume that the efficient score of each family are independently

identically distributed with mean 0, thus, the variance of W can be estimated em-

pirically.

Tburden “

”

řn
i“1

řm
j“1 cjSw,ij

ı2

řn
i“1

”

řm
j“1 cjSw,ij

ı2

similarly to the kernel test, the weights can be 1 such that every variants are equally

weighted or weighted by the MAF, e.g., cj “ Betapf̂j; 1, 25q. In our case, we still use

the efficient score computed through the beween-family components, then

Tburden “

”

řn
i“1

řm
j“1 Sb,.jSw,ij

ı2

řn
i“1

”

řm
j“1 Sb,.jSw,ij

ı2

According to the central limit theorem, Tburden asymptotically distributed as χ2 dis-

tribution with degree-of-freedom 1.

2.2 Simulation strategy

2.2.1 Homogenous population

We perform a simulation study to evaluate the type I error rates and to compare

the power with other weighting schemes. In the simulation, we generated a 10000

30kbp haplotype pool with COSI, which mimic the genomic distribution of European

population. We randomly select 5 subregions with a total length 1.5kb to represent

the captured region in exome sequencing. During each simulation, we first randomly
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picked four haplotypes from the pool to generate parents haplotype, and then ran-

domly selected one haplotype from each parent to form offspring’s genotype,assuming

no crossover within a gene. The offspring’s phenotype are then simulated based on

the simulation scheme in SeqSIMLA (Chung and Shih, 2013). Specifically, we fixed

the proportion of genotypic variance explained by the gene (Vg) and then randomly

picked up some as QTLs from variants with MAF less than 0.03 in the capture re-

gions. We assume each variant explain the same proportion of genetic variance from

Vg unless specifically stated. With the additive model in SeqSIMLA we compute

the genotypic value ak “
b

Vk
2pkp1´pkq

for each causal variant where Vk is the variance

explained by causal variant k ,Vk “
Vg
Nc

, Nc is the total number of causal variants in

the gene. Therefore, the phenotype of the offspring y “ µ`
řK
k“1 akpgkO´1q`P`E,

where mu is a user specific mean in populations,we set mu “ 0; P follows a nor-

mal distribution with mean 0 and variance being the polygenic variance Vpoly and

E follows a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance being environment vari-

ance, VE “ Vtot ´ Vg ´ Vpoly. In most simulation setting, we set Vg “ 0.05Vtot and

Vpoly “ 0.15Vg. Repeating this process until 2000 trios are generated in each simula-

tion set.

2.2.2 Continental population stratification.

To induce confounders due to population stratification, we simulated two haplotype

pools with COSI, mimicking the genome feature of European and African popula-

tions, and then generated samples from these two population pools separately with

the same model described above but allowing different phenotypic mean (µ) in two

populations. Besides variants that locate in the gene in the analysis, we generated

100 common variants to be used to perform PCA. These common variants are gener-

ated from the Balding-Nichols model (Balding and Nichols, 1995). Specifically, we
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generated the ancestry allele frequency (p) for each variants from a uniform distribu-

tion with min = 0.1 and max =0.3, and then the allele frequency in two populations

(p1, p2)are generated through a beta distribution p1´Fst

Fst
p, 1´Fst

Fst
p1´ pqq. For samples

generated from population 1, we simulated the genotype for the common variants

from a binomial distribution with mean p1, similarly, generated genotype for sam-

ples in population 2 with mean p2. During these simulation, we assume all these 100

common variants are independent of each other. In the analysis step, these variants

are used to perform the PCA and then the top 10 components are included in the

analysis as covariates.

2.2.3 Closely related subpopulations.

We also examined the performance of all these methods when subtle population

structure exist. We first generated a haplotype pool with a total length 10 Mbp,

calibrating to mimic the European populations with COSI. We randomly picked

5 variants with minor allele frequency greater than 0.4 from all genetic variants

in the pool and then divided the haplotype pool to 32 subgroups based on the

possible combinations of these 5 variants. To mimic the exome sequencing studies,

we randomly picked a 30 Kbp region to represent the gene used in simulation analysis

for this 10Mbp haplotype and then randomly picked 5 subregions with total length 1.5

Kbp from this 30 Kbp region to represents the captured regions in exome sequencing.

Besides these variants, we also picked the common variants used in PCA by selecting

one variants from every 100 common variants which has a minor allele frequency

in r0.1, 0.3s. Following the same procedure described in 2.2.1 generated samples

from each subgroup, during simulation, different phenotypic mean pµq were used in

different subgroups. We generated a total 2000 trios in each simulation dataset and

in the analysis the top 10 principal components are included as covariates.
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3

Results

3.1 Type I error rates and Power comparison

To evaluate the performance of the weighting scheme, we compared the power of

our weighting scheme to others. Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 summarized the the type

I error rates and power of all methods under different simulation scenarios. The

weighting scheme did not impact the validity of the test, all type I error rates were

maintained in the correct level. As can been seen from Table 3.1, when the proportion

of causal variants is small (less than 40%), our weighting scheme can significantly

improve the test power, for example, when 10% of variants are causal variants in the

gene, our weighting scheme can increase about 50% of the power for the burden test

comparing the test with uniform weights,i.e., increased from 0.254 to 0.388 and about

40% comparing to that weighted by MAF. Similar performance was also observed in

the kernel test. Moreover, our weighting scheme is not based on any assumption on

the relation between MAF and effect size of the variants, thus, as shown in Table 3.2,

the power increase can still be preserved when we changed the simulation scheme,

but weighting based on MAF can lead of loss of power.
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Table 3.1: Simulation results based on 1000 replicates at nominal level 0.05 in ho-
mogenous populations

causal nfam varP geb ges bu bm bs su sm ss
0 2000 0 0.045 0.047 0.042 0.036 0.043 0.038 0.049 0.042

0.1 2000 0.048 0.308 0.31 0.254 0.273 0.388 0.272 0.308 0.365
0.2 2000 0.050 0.502 0.482 0.39 0.466 0.59 0.382 0.463 0.531
0.3 2000 0.050 0.718 0.626 0.561 0.637 0.698 0.453 0.526 0.577
0.4 2000 0.050 0.813 0.674 0.68 0.77 0.737 0.473 0.553 0.554

Table 3.2: Simulations When correlation between MAF and effect size are destroyed,
geneProp = 0.01

causal nfam geb ges bu bm bs su sm ss
0 2000 0.043 0.048 0.042 0.036 0.041 0.038 0.049 0.043

0.1 2000 0.216 0.246 0.138 0.136 0.27 0.191 0.226 0.282
0.2 2000 0.348 0.432 0.248 0.234 0.447 0.303 0.376 0.461
0.3 2000 0.538 0.631 0.351 0.332 0.586 0.482 0.542 0.615
0.4 2000 0.634 0.726 0.449 0.42 0.657 0.548 0.598 0.663

Table 3.3 presents the correlation between sample size and the increase of power.

As can been seen, with the increase of the sample size, we can observe more significant

power increase by comparing the power of test under our weighting scheme to that

uniformly weighted.This is most likely because that the larger sample size can help

more accurately estimate the weights for each variants at the first stage.

3.2 Test under population stratification

3.2.1 Continental population stratification.

We evaluated the performance of our weighting scheme when population stratifica-

tion exist. In this scenario, we also evaluated the performance of population based

methods. As can been see from Figure 3.1, the type I error rates of population based

methods are inflated while that of our method can still be maintained without PCA.
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Table 3.3: Simulations under different sample size

nfam causal varP geb ges bu bm bs su sm ss
500 0.2 0.048 0.224 0.17 0.141 0.142 0.145 0.111 0.1 0.119
1000 0.2 0.049 0.341 0.342 0.249 0.263 0.344 0.225 0.237 0.295
2000 0.2 0.050 0.502 0.482 0.39 0.466 0.59 0.382 0.463 0.531
3000 0.2 0.050 0.595 0.562 0.489 0.572 0.703 0.461 0.582 0.661
5000 0.2 0.050 0.739 0.665 0.615 0.74 0.834 0.561 0.722 0.791

After PCA adjustment, the type I error rates of population can be controlled under

this simulation setting. Table 3.4 show the power of different methods when popu-

lation stratification exist. The statistical power of the weighting scheme is reduced

when the estimation of the weights was biased without PCA, but this disadvantage

is eliminated after adjusted by PCA. As can be seen, after PCA adjustment, our

weighting scheme still have the highest power among three weighting scheme for

both burden test and kernel test.

3.2.2 Closely related subpopulations.

As Mathieson and McVean (Mathieson and McVean, 2012) pointed out when the

population structure are more subtle, the PCA failed to correct the inflated type I

error rates in the population based test. As can been see from Figure 3.2, both pop-

ulation based burden test and kernel test show an obvious inflated type I error rate

even when adjusted by PCA. However, tests based on the within-family component

and weighted by between-family components maintain the correct type I error rate

whether PCA adjustment used. In this simulation setting, Our weighting scheme

still maintain a reasonable power even though the efficient score computed in the

first stage may be biased by the unadjustable population stratification as can be

seen from Table 3.5
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Figure 3.1: QQ-plot for analysis when population stratification exist
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Figure 3.2: QQ-plot for closely related population
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3.3 Gene screening with between family component

We evaluate if the screening procedure proposed by Jiang et al. (Jiang et al., 2014a)

can be integrated to our analysis. In this setting, we generate 10 genes and randomly

selected one as causal genes in the power comparison. Bonferroni correction are used

in the multiple gene analysis. In this analysis, the between-family component are

used twice, we first evaluate if the type I error rate can be maintained. As can be

seen from Table 3.6, the type I error rate of test after screening are well controlled

and the type I error rate is preserved after Bonferroni adjustment.

We then compare the power of test with screening to that without screening. As

can be seen From Figure 3.3, the test power can be improve from two ways. First,

comparing the test without screening, i.e., bs and bm in the plot, test weighted by

between-family component have a higher power across different causal proportion.

Second, comparing the test which including both screening procedure and weighting

scheme, bs-screen, to those only included screening procedure (gm-screen) or only

included weighting scheme (bs), we can found there is also significant power increase.
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Figure 3.3: Power comparison when screening with between-family components

Table 3.4: Simulation results based on 1000 replicates at nominal level 0.05 un-
der population stratification (Continental populations, with Fst “ 0.1, nfam “

2000, protect “ 0, geneProp “ 0.05 )

PCA causal burden skat1 skat bu bm bs su sm ss
0.1 0.238 0.728 0.843 0.272 0.304 0.418 0.344 0.413 0.414

F 0.2 0.37 0.775 0.896 0.435 0.488 0.423 0.381 0.447 0.341
0.3 0.526 0.798 0.916 0.564 0.656 0.412 0.381 0.467 0.291
0.1 0.436 0.627 0.755 0.277 0.305 0.558 0.34 0.407 0.553

T 0.2 0.654 0.707 0.868 0.434 0.488 0.63 0.369 0.447 0.509
0.3 0.819 0.75 0.905 0.565 0.642 0.664 0.387 0.465 0.446
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Table 3.5: Simulation results based on 1000 replicates at nominal level 0.05 under
population stratification (European populations)

causal burden skat1 skat bu bm bs su sm ss
0.1 0.594 0.582 0.797 0.294 0.31 0.422 0.242 0.324 0.385
0.2 0.813 0.68 0.893 0.462 0.521 0.554 0.305 0.407 0.439
0.3 0.903 0.765 0.933 0.592 0.678 0.613 0.325 0.443 0.432
0.1 0.581 0.583 0.791 0.283 0.301 0.416 0.244 0.316 0.385
0.2 0.799 0.668 0.892 0.454 0.512 0.556 0.311 0.406 0.435
0.3 0.889 0.764 0.937 0.586 0.666 0.609 0.325 0.444 0.427

Table 3.6: Type I error rates when screening with between-family components

α “ 0.05 α “ 0.01
screen bs bm ss sm bs bm ss sm

100 0.044 0.046 0.022 0.034 0.007 0.007 0.003 0.006
50 0.042 0.04 0.025 0.038 0.009 0.005 0.005 0.007
40 0.041 0.045 0.03 0.033 0.01 0.008 0.004 0.005
30 0.037 0.055 0.035 0.029 0.007 0.008 0.006 0.005
20 0.043 0.047 0.033 0.043 0.007 0.011 0.005 0.006
10 0.052 0.048 0.046 0.045 0.008 0.012 0.007 0.007
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4

Discussion

In this thesis, we proposed a novel method to robustly test the QTL in nuclear fam-

ilies. For each family, the genotype is decomposed to two parts: the within-family

component and the between-family component. The best is constructed based on

the within-family component, thus, the test is to robust to population stratifica-

tion. Instead of discarding the between-family component, we use the between-family

component to build a weights for each variants when combining their score statis-

tics. Comparing to the conditional test, we fully exploited the genotype information.

When the proportion of causal variants are small, our methods show that this weight-

ing scheme can significantly improve the test power.

In general, the tests based within-family components have a lower power than the

population based tests, even when weighted by between-family components. How-

ever, when population stratification exists, population based methods cannot main-

tain the right type I error rate. Our method is always robust to population strat-

ification no matter the population stratification is caused by continental difference

populations or closely related populations.
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We also show that our method can be combined with the screening procedure

developed by Jiang et al (Jiang et al., 2014a). When combining with the screening

procedure, the between-family components have been used twice, however, this did

not influence the validity of our methods due to the fact that the final test is con-

structed from within-family components. combining screening procedures can also

improve the test power when the screening rate is appropriate for both our methods

or methods without weighting scheme.

Currently, we presented the method only in offspring-parent trios, but this meth-

ods can be easily extended to other nuclear family structure, for example, parental

genotype are unknown but sibling genotypes are given. As Abecasis et al proposed

(Abecasis et al., 2000), the between family component will be the average of sibling’s

genotype, i.e., b “
ř

j gj

ns
and the within-family component is defined the same as in

our method. In such situation, at the first stage, the between-family component will

be used only once for each family to compute the weights for each locus and then

the within-family components will be taken as indecent for siblings to construct the

test statistics at the second stage.
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